
Book title: Laura’s Star  
Author: Klaus Baumgart  
 
Questions asked during Reading:  

● On the cover, we see a very shiny star! Together, we count out 
FIVE points on the shiny star! 

● Laura shares with us that she wishes she had someone special to 
share her secrets with. Do you have anyone to share your secrets 
and thoughts with? (pgs 1-2) 

● Woah! What was whirling and twisting in the sky? (pgs 3-4) 
o Yes! A shiny star was whirling and twisting in the sky! 

● Uh oh, Laura sees that a point of the star broke off. What do you 
think is going to happen next? (pgs 5-6) 

● Laura is going to help the star fix it’s broken point. What is she 
using to fix the star? (pgs 7-8) 
o A band-aid! We make sure to use band-aids when we get 

cuts and scrapes on our arms and legs. 
● Uh oh! Laura notices the star is gone! Where do you think the star 

went? (pgs 11-12) 
● Laura said that she feels cold and empty because she is sad and 

upset. What are some things that you do when you’re sad? (pgs 
13-14) 
o I think a lot of when I’m sad. I usually like to be by myself.  

● Laura still seems sad when her mom and dad try to cheer her up 
with a silly hat and her favorite dessert. Her mom and dad couldn’t 
cheer her up! (pgs 15-16) 

● Laura remembered that stars only come out at night, the star was 
there all along! (pgs 17-18) 

● Laura played and cared for the star, but the star was really sick. 
Laura made sure to bring the star back home to the sky with 
colorful balloons. (pgs 21-22) 



● Even though the star was not with Laura anymore, Laura will 
always remember the star and talk to it whenever she is lonely 
from her bedroom window. The star will always shine bright and 
be Laura’s friend. (pgs 23-24) 

 
 
 

 
 


